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Exritation of Fast Waves near the Mean Gyrofreqnency

R. C. Platt and R. Mc%illiams
Department of Physics, University of California at Irvine, lrvine, California 927l7

(Received 25 April 1986)

Fast waves with frequencies near the mean gyrofrequency [C0—(m„to )'t l were excited in a toroidal,
magnetized plasma. Experimental measurements were made of wavelengths and phase velocities per-
pendicular to the toroidal magnetic field, and wave energy trajectories in the plasma, with varying wave

frequency, plasma density, and magnetic field values. Experimental results agree with predictions from
the cold-plasma dispersion relation.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Db, 52.50.Gj
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For k, /k, »1 the phase velocity is radially inward from

Few experimental studies of the fast wave in the fre-
quency regime co„((co((co„have been done. Howev-

er, with the success of slow-wave lower-hybrid current
drive in toroidal devices, considerable interest is develop-

ing for fast-wave current drive. Fast-wave current drive
has been reported recently for cases of toroidal eigen-
mode excitation and unidirectional phased-array-
launched fast waves. Knowledge of the fundamental
wave properties of the fast wave would help in planning
current-drive experiments. For example, in slow-wave
experiments in tokamaks there is controversy about the
wave numbers of the propagating wave; hence, it is of in-
terest to determine if the fast wave in the same frequency
regime propagates in a torus according to cold-plasma
dispersion-relation predictions. In this Letter we report
experimental measurements of the fast wave near the
mean gyrofrequency. Measurements show the forward
nature of the phase velocity, group velocity direction and

energy flow, and radial wavelengths, all in agreement
with theoretical predictions.

Cold-plasma dispersion-relation and wave-coupling
predictions for the fast wave have been made. 6 The
wave is right-hand polarized and satisfies the dispersion
relation
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and 8o g„„dzt Boi, n„ck„/co, n, ck, /co, ne cke/
co. Equation (I) is a slab-geometry approximation and
~ould be invalid when radial-focusing effects become im-
portant.

For the experimental regime described belo~ the radial
wave number is

the antenna at an angle of tr/2 —a with respect to the
magnetic field, where
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The wave energy will flow at angle 8 with respect to the
magnetic field given by
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FIG. 1. Directions and relative magnitudes of phase and
group velocities.

The relation between group and phase velocities is shown

graphically in Fig. 1.
The experiments reported here were performed on the

Irvine Torus. This device has a major radius of R 56
cm with minor-radius limiters set at a 3.7 cm. The
plasma is formed by toroidally symmetric electron beams
thermionically emitted from tungsten filaments. 3 The
steady-state beams circulate in both directions around
the torus, ionizing argon gas injected into the vessel.
Densities of n, ~ 3 x 10' cm with T, ( 15 ev have
been obtained by this method. These experiments were
performed at densities near n, =2x10'2 cm with a
neutral-argon pressure of 8.4X 10 Torr. To satisfy the
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FIG. 2. Calculated azimuthal free-space power spectrum for
phased-array antenna; 23-cm principal wavelength, n/2 phase
shift between adjacent antenna elements.
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fast-wave cutoff and accessibility conditions, the steady-
state toroidal magnetic field was 0.75 k(J~B&~1.6 kG.
There is no Ohmic transformer pulse and hence the rota-
tional transform is zero. A single-tip, coaxial rf probe,
movable radially, was used for interferometry and wave-
amplitude measurements. The probe was positioned
toroidally 3.5 cm from one end of the fast-wave antenna.
A Langmuir probe was used to infer plasma density and
electron temperature.

The fast waves were excited by a sixteen-element
phased-array antenna, 3 which produced primarily the Es
required for fast-wave launching. The calculated free-
space power spectrum for this antenna with m/2 phase
shifts between adjacent elements is shown in Fig. 2. Ap-
propriate phasing of the antenna allows unidirectional
wave launching, chosen in this case to be toward the rf
probe. The principal indices of refraction excited are
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FIG. 3. Horizontal scan of fast-wave amplitude vs radial po-
sition. Inside limiter at r + 3.7 cm.
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FIG. 4. (a) 8 vs wave frequency; 8 I kG, n 1.6X 10'
cm '. (h) 8 vs plasma density; 8 1 kG, f -97 MHz. (c) 8
vs magnetic field; n 2.2&10' cm 3,f 97 MHz.
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ne-14.5 and n, -10.6 at a frequency of f 94 MHz.
For small 8, the group velocity is predicted to be at an

angle
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with respect to the toroidal magnetic field. Hence, the
wave energy will spread in the plasma according to the
spread in the wave k, spectrum. The energy does not
propagate in the resonance cones of the slow lower hybrid
wave, yet near the antenna the energy is localized radial-

ly and in a radial wave-amplitude scan the principal wave

number will dominate. Figure 3 shows a radial wave-

amplitude scan taken near the antenna before much radi-
al spreading of the wave amplitude has occurred. There
are two peaks in the radial scan, which are to be expected
since the antenna is coaxial with the plasma. One peak is
farther out than the other, which may be attributed to
the observed peaking of the plasma density toward the in-

side of the plasma torus. One may determine 8 for the
principal excited wave number from Fig. 3 by measuring
the radial position of the wave peak and the toroidal loca-
tion of the center of the antenna (note that this is an

average 8 over the propagation path). Figure 4 shows 8
measured as a function of wave frequency, plasma densi-

ty, and magnetic field. The solid lines are numerical cal-
culations from Eq. (4) using the measured density pro-
files and magnetic field, and the calculated principal k,
excited by the antenna. Outside the parameter range
shown, cutoff and accessibility limits require more than

one variable to be changed in this experiment for the fast
wave to propagate. For example, in Fig. 4(a), below 60
MHz cutoff occurs and above 115 MHz accessibility
stops wave penetration into the plasma, each of which
may be circumvented by changing the magnetic field or
antenna spectrum while changing wave frequency. For
the experimental conditions, the leading term in the prop-
agation angle has 8~k, 8/con„which may be used for in-
tuitive comparison with the figures, while the solid lines
include the more complete numerical calculations. There
is generally good agreement between experiment and
cold-plasma theory for the fast-wave energy trajectory.

Radial interferograms yielded A,„ information. Figure
5 shows measured radial wavelengths as a function of
fast-wave frequency. The solid line is the prediction from
Eq. (2) for the principal wave number. The radial com-
ponent of the wave phase-velocity pseudovector should be
directed into the plasma (in the same direction as the ra-
dial component of the group velocity). By the introduc-
tion of a variable delay line in the detection leg of the in-
terferometry circuit, both the direction and magnitude of
the phase velocity were found to agree with theoretical
expectations; that is, the wave is a forward-propagating
wave with V&, =f),, since k,2&)k,z, kgb The. slow wave
would be the opposite, namely, a backward wave.

In summary, we have observed fast waves excited by a
phased-array antenna with frequencies near the mean
gyrofrequency. Experimental determinations of radial
wavelengths, group velocity direction and energy flow,
and phase velocity magnitude and direction are in agree-
ment with cold-plasma theoretical predictions.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of
Energy, Office of Energy Research under Grant No.
DE-FG03-86ER53231 and National Science Foundation
Grant No. PHY-8306108.
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FIG. 5. Radial wavelength vs wave frequency; n (2.5
-3.0) x10'~ cm 3, 8 1 kG.
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